
MASTERING
WHAT MATTERS 

•Seperate day & night bolt for better security
•Bolts firmly fixed
•Night bolt locking possibility
•Bolt firmly fixed
•2 mm stainless steel

SECURITY

•Over 500 possible configurations assembled and ready
for shipment within 24h

MODULARITY

•Compatibility with 24 types of handles including:
free exit | panic push bar and handle | 
child safety | fire safety | blocked handle |
design solutions | economic solutions

•Compatible with electric keeps and security keeps
•Compatible with future product releases by Locinox
•Many color options available

•Proven & reliable quality - for over 30 years of high
precision engineering & manufacturing expertise

•Zero callbacks ensuring profitability as an installer
•Guaranteed for 500.000 openings
•5 years premium warranty

•Fully closed lock
•Steel split pen
•Internal mechanism out of stainless steel

QUALITY & DURABILITY

•Pre-mounted - saving you time
•Install & forget
•Proven to be maintenance free
•Active in-field sales support

INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE

•Any configuration available from stock, within 24h
AVAILABILITY

•Only single bolt assuring less security
•Day bolt risking of coming loose
•Handle blocking putting pressure on mechanism and

making it less vandal-proof
•Only 1,5mm stainless steel

SECURITY

•Poor range of configurations
MODULARITY

•Only 4 types of handles

•No keep modularity

•’You can get any color as long as it’s black (H. Ford)’

•Company’s copy mentality doesn’t bring genuine quality
& engineering expertise

•Mechanism risk to block and will require physical
interventions on your end, thus losing money & creating
frustrated customers

•Unknown testing & quality screening
•Unclear warranty

•Lock box slits water ingress
•Aluminium split pen

QUALITY & DURABILITY

•Many loose components make you lose time as an
installer

•Requires lubrication 2x/year
•Requires dismantling to spray mechanism 1x/year

INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE

•Stock ruptures?
AVAILABILITY

The best fencing locks
by Locinox

Competing brands:
inferior replicate locks with

questionable reliability

LAKQ by Locinox


